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ABSTRACT 

A ncw hit-level based secret sharing scheme for encryption of pri- 
vate financial and pharmaceutical digital documents. and digital 
signature images is  provided. The proposed { k ,  n ]  secret-sharing 
method allows for secret sharing of both scanned binary d ~ u -  
mcnts and thc computer-gencratcd artworks encrypting the docu- 
ment image into n shares. The secret information i s  recovercd only 
i f k  (or more) allowed shares arc available for dccryption. Cryplo- 
graphic operations fbr both encryption and decryption procedures 
are directly performed in the decomposed bit-level domain. The 
methods reveals the original document unchanged and thus. the 
scheme satisfies the perfect reconstruction property. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A (k. n)-visual secret sharing (VSS) scheme [1].[3).[6J i s  thc most 
popular secret sharing technique used for protection of image in- 
formation. Based on the nature of visual cryptography. binary im- 
ages such as scanned documents are perfectly suitable for VSS- 
based encryption. The procedure encrypts the document splitting 
the image content into 'n. seemingly random. shares. The secret 
information can be visually revealed i f  at least k shares printrd as 
transparencies are stacked together on an overhead projector. If 
the digital document contains computer-generated artworks such 
as gray-scale orland color graphics. company logos. signatures and 
stamps, which are essential featurcs for document authentication 
and validity. such a B-bit image is  first converted using the image 
halftoning techniques [7].[8] into the binarized images and then 
further processed by the VSS scheme [2].[3]. However. due to the 
frosteUtransparen1 representation of the binary shares as well as 
the employed hslflaning technology, the decrypted document sig- 
nificantly differs from the original document. Th is  decreases the 
applicability of (k ,n) -VSS schemes. 

The proposed {C, n}-secret sharing scheme operates directly 
in the decomposed bit-level binary domain of the document im- 
ages. By stacking individually encrypted bit pia-nes. the scheme 
produces the B-bit shares useful for sccure distribution over the 
untrusted public networks [4]. The decryption function recovers 
the original B-bit image content unchanged and without the nced 
for expensive postprocessing operations. The decryptcd output is  
readily available in digilal form. and there i s  no requirement for 
external hardware or manual intervention. Since the decrypted 
document image. identical to the original, i s  available in a digi- 
tnl format. the method is  attractive for modem communication and 
document image processing syslems. 
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Fig. 1. Visual cryptography strategy 

2. VISUAL SECRET SHARING SCHEME 

Assuming a K I  x A-2 binary image. each binary pixel r(*,,) (with 
the value 0 denoting the black and 1 denoting the white) deter- 
mined by spatial coordinates i = I ,  2; ..., IC-, and j = I ,  2, ..., Kz 
i s  replaced with a nil x m z  block of black and white pixels in 
each of thc n shares [I]. Rcpating the process for each input 
pixel, a K I  x Kz binary image is  encrypted into n binary shares 
SI, .%, ..., S,rachone withaspatial resolutionofrnlK, x n ~ ~ I ( 2  
pixels. Since the spatial arrangement o f  the pixels varies from 
block to hlock. the original information cannot he revealed without 
accessing a predefined number of shares. 

Le t  us assume a (2, 2}-threshold scheme which is  the basic 
case designed within the { k , n ] - V S S  fnmework [Z]. Assuming 
for simplicity 2 x 2 share blocks SI = [si2 ;-,, ,-,), s;2 i - -1 ,23) ,  

s~zi ,z j - - l~ .s~2, .2 j ) l  E and 5 2  = 

g" (z,,2f+,),sikt,2,!] E SZ. the encryption process i s  defined via 
[SI, S Z ] ~  E CO for r(i,,) = 0, and [ s ~ , s d ] ~  E Ci for T(, , , )  = I .  
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Fig. 2. Conventional (2,2}-VSS 161: (a) original binary ducu- 
ment. (b.c) share images. (d) decrypted document. 

Fig. 3. Halftoning based [2.2}-VSS 121: (a) original document 
with a color artwork. (b.c) share images. (d) decrypted document. 

The sets Cn and C) are obtained bv Dermutine the columns of 3. PROPOSED METHOD _ .  I 

the n x mtm2 basis matrices AO and A t .  respectively 131. Since 
7 7 1 1  m 2  represents the factor by which each share is larger than the 
original image. i t  i s  desirable to make n b I m 2  as small as possible 
[6]. For a {2,2}-scheme considered here. the basis matrices 

correspond to 2 x 2 blocks s ,  and s2. i.e. ml = 2 and ma = 2. 
fig.1 shows the principle of both encryption and decryption 

used in visual cryptography. I f a  secret pixel i s  while, i.e. T I , , , )  = 
1. then each pixel in sI i s  equivalent to each pixel in s2, and thus. 
[SI,SZ]~ can k any member of set Cl. I f a  secret pixel i s  black. 
i.e. r(;,jl = 0. then each pixel in SI should complement each 
pixel in si and thus. [si, s 2 j T  should be selected from set CO. The 
choice of ( S I  s 2 I T  is guided by a random n u m k r  generator. which 
detcrminrs the random character ofthe shares. 

Decrypting 2 x 2 share blocks S I  and s2 used in a { 2 , 2 } -  
scheme the 2 X 2 decrypted block y is produced as black y = 
[O:O,O:O] if SI # 5 2 ,  Otherwise the shax blocks SI and s~ are 
identical and the decrypted block i s  recovered with the same spa- 
tial arrangement of bimary pixels as in the share blocks. Note that 
by utilizing the frosled4ransparent representation of the blocks the 
decryption function can he generalized for any {k,n} configura- 
tion. however. from an application point of view small practical 
sharing contigurationa such as the {2,2}-scheme wil l  suSfice in 
most cases. 

Figs.2-3 show the images obtained using the {2,2}-VSS sche- 
me applied to both the binary document (Fig.?) and the document 
with a color artwork (Fig.3). Visual inspection of both the orig- 
inal image and the recovered image indicates that the decrypted 
image i s  darker. thc input image is  of quarter size compared to the 
decrypted outpul. and the output document contains a n u m k r  of 
artifacts. Moreover. Fig.M shows that the decrypted output con- 
tains a number of shifted colors resulting from the nature o f  the 
algorithm. 

Let us consider a digital t i l  x K-2 input image with a B-hit per 
pixel representation. For example. the %bit representation can dc- 
scribe 256 gray-scale levels (integers ranging from 0 to 25.5). Thus 
each integer pixel value can k expressed equivalently in a binary 
form using [41: 

O(i,,) = O:l,r)2E-1 + &)2B-' + ... +*;,;2 + (2) 

where ( z , ? )  denotes the spatial location and o:,,,, indicates the 
bit  value at the hit Icv4 h = 1 , 2 ,  ..., B. with o;~,,~ correspond- 
ing to the most significant bit (MSB). The bit-level decomposition 
is a natural way to decompose the input image to a series of B 
binary imagrs. and from this point o f  vicw constitutes the ideal 
preprocessing step for share-based encryption [4]. Note that the 
binary documents are available in a binary digital format. and thus. 
the bit-level decomposition is  not nccdcd. However. for the docu- 
ments with computer-generated gray-scale and color artworks IS]. 
the bit-level decomposition is  essential to both encryption and de- 
cryption steps. 

After achieving B binary planes, the conventional VSS en- 
cryption function is  utilizcd to generate the binary shares S! and 
S," usingthereferencepixelr(i.jl = o ! , , ~ ) .  Assumingthat sib.,., E 
S," and s;,,") E S,b denote the pixels in the 2X1 x 2& binary 
shares 5': and Si, respectively, the 5-bi t  share pixels E SI 
and ST E S2, for U = I, 2, ___, 2K,  and U = I ,  2, ..., 2Kz. are 
constituted by bit-level stacking as follows [41: 

S i . , . )  = s;1,.)2E-1 + s;2,.)2B-' + ... + 4 E . 7 2  + 8;B.I 

si:,.) = SI.,.) ,!I ZB-l  + . s ; 1 y - *  + ... + s ; y 2 +  S['B) 

(3) 

(4) 

Depending on the particular bit-levels on which fe(.) i s  ap- 
plied and the random choice of the block representing the 
original pixelo(,,j1 and B-bitsharepixelss~~;~-1,2j~11,s~2i~-L.111, 

~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ - ~ ~ ) . ~ ~ ~ ; , ~ ~ ~ a n d s ~ ~ ; - 1 , 2 ~ - - 1 ) , ~ ~ ~ , - - 1 , 2 j ) .  
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Fig. 4. Proposed (2 :  2) secret sharing scheme: (a) original binary 
document. (b.c) share images. (d) decrypted document. 

can differ significantly. Assuming that N denotes the number of 
unique matrices obtained by column permutations ofthe basis ma- 
trices corresponding to the ( k ,  n}-scheme. the B-hit pixel is  en- 
crypted using one of N B  unique m~ x m2 share hlocks of B -  
hit pixels. Thus. compared to the schcmes operating on binary 
(dithered) images which allows for using only N unique share 
blocks of binary pixels. the method increases security and prevents 
unauthorized decryption through brute-fbrcc enumeration. 

Tu faithfully decrypt the original B-bit image from i ts B-bit 
shares. ihe decryption function must satisfy the perfect reconstruc- 
tion property meaning that the output should be identical to the 
original input. T h i s  can be obcaincd only i f  the encryption and de- 
cryption operations are reciprocal. In  the case of {2,2}-schemrs 
considered in this paper, the decryption function is defined as [4]: 

where ( i , j )  denotes location in a K I  x t i 2  reference image. This 
function takes advantage of the arrangements of the hinary pixels 
in the sets Q1 and C1 for the specific case of a ( 2 , 2 }  scheme. By 
decimating via a factor o f  2 i t  i s  possible to associate the share 
hits located at (2i - I, 2 j  - I )  to the original hit locatcd at ( i , j )  
for each of the bit-levels b = 1,2,  ..., B. Note that more general 
exprcssiun can be obtained through the reciprocal concept and the 
comperison of the complete share blocks obtained for a particular 
{ k , n }  configuration [4]. However. {2: 2)  secret sharing schemes 
considered in this paper are suitable for practical purposes. 

The bit-level processing allows for a completely different in- 
terpretntion of the application of the { k , n }  secrct sharing frame- 
work. Since encryption and decryption arc designed here rrcip- 
rocal due to computcr-centric processing. perfect reconstruction. a 
property unavailable in conventiunal { k ,  n }  secret sharing schemes 
i s  obtaincd. The faithful recovery of the encryption input in dig- 
ital form makes our scheme ideal for integration into any image 
processing and communication solution. 

Figs.4-5 show the results obtained through the application of 
the proposed method. Compared to the results corresponding to 

Fig. 5.  Proposed {2,2} secret sharing scheme: (a) original docu- 
ment with a color anwork. (b,cj shares. (d) decrypted document. 

popular VSS solutions (Figs.2-3) i t  i s  not difficult to see that in our 
method produces a I<, x t i 2  noise-free image depicted in Fig.4d 
and FigSd. This should be contrasted to the 2 K 1  x '2K2 decrypted 
output of the VSS solutions (Fi8.U and Fi3.34 which contains a 
number of random. noise like, pixels. Our {2,2} solution recuvers 
the spatial dimcnsionality of the input as ( 5 )  performs simultane- 
ously subsampling and decryption, and the original E-bit pixels 
are guncrated by stacking the decrypted hit levels ob according to 
(2). Moreover. simple visual inspection reveals that the document 
obtained via the application ofthe proposed method is  identical to 
the original. 

Fig.6 provides a visual overview of the differences between 
the shares generated by the proposed framework for the case ofthe 
same document separately treated as binary ( B  = 1). gray-scale 
( B  = H) and color image ( E  = :3 x 8). Depending on the depth of 
the B-bit representation of thr  input document image. the shares 
contain binary. gray-scale or color random information, respec- 
tively. The figure suggests that as we move towards richer visual 
inputs the degree of security afforded by our method increases. as 
i t  becomes increasingly difficult to "guess" by operating on the 
integer (E-bit) domain [4]. 

Fig.s.7-8 demonstrate the sharing capability of selected higher 
order { k ,  n,}-configurations. I n  this case. both logical operations 
and comparisons of the whole share blocks should he used to de- 
crypt o!~,~ , .  Fig.7a depicts the input image and Figs.70-d depict 
the shares obtained using the proposed {3,3} method with the ba- 
sis matrices defined as follows [6 ] :  

(6) 

Using any two shares. the procedure docs not recover any use- 
ful visual information since logical comparisons of the two share 
blocks obtained using either otL,,, = 0 or o!,,~) = I results in 
decrypted blocks with one white and three black pixels. I f  the re- 
quired three shares are available for decryption. the original bit 

i s  decrypted. and the scheme produces the output (Fig.7-z) 
which i s  identical to the original (Fi8.7uj. 
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Fig. 6. Dctails of the shares SI (a.c.e) and S, (b.d.0 generated by 
the proposed €3-bit (2; 2) secret sharing method applied to binary 
document treated as: (ab) binary image with B = 1. (c.d) gray- 
scale image with €3 = 8. (el) color image with 3 x ( B  = 8). 
Based on the image representation of the original document. the 
shares contain random information in the form of: (a.h) hinary 
noise. (c.d) gray-scale noise, (e.0 color noise. 

(b) 
,.-, , . .,.”. . , 

Fig. 7. Proposed {3,3} secret sharing scheme: (a) original docu- 
ment with a color artwork. (h-d) share images. (e) obtained output. 

Fig.8 depicts the images obtained using the proposed method 
with a {2,6}-threshold S~NCIUK. In  this case. the basis matrices 
are detincd as follows [6]: 

Ao = 

Fig. 8. Proposed {2,6} secret sharing scheme: (a) original docu- 
ment with a color artwork. (b-g) share images. (h) decrypted doc- 
ument obtained using any two shares of (b-g). 

As i t  is shown in FigsXh-g. the proposed scheme produccs 
six. seemingly unrelated. shores. T h e  original document image i s  
decrypled using any two shares (Fig.8h). 

4. CONCLUSION 

A new secret sharing scheme for document image encryption was 
introduced. The method processes the document imags operating 
at the hit-levels. Using the proposed sche-me. the personal docu- 
ment (financial. medical. signature) images are encrypted into the 
required number of shares and the secret information is revealed 
only when the allowed shares are cryptographically processed at 
the image hit-levels. The proposed computer-centric processing 
of the shares allows to obtain the original document unchanged 
and thus. the proposed method satisfies the perfect reconstwction 
property. Th is  makes the proposcd m e t h d  attractive for a modem 
image processing and communication system. 
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